Automation can help build an intelligent enterprise by:
- Becoming agile and adaptive to meet the demands of a fast-moving uncertain marketplace
- Empowering employees to focus on value-creating work
- Reducing effort for repetitive tasks
- Streamlining processes across the company

Automation is not about replacing man with machine or human agents with robots. It’s about supporting human ability and ingenuity so companies can do what they’re best at — creating and innovating.

Shorten time to market:
- Reduce product research and development timeline
- Automate the product launch dashboard and reporting
- Provide real-time visibility into business processes
- Measure the productivity of your digital and human workforce via the dashboard
- Accelerate the regulatory approvals and admissions process

 Improve business efficiency:
- Reduce friction of the global supply chain
- Ensure business continuity and security across a single, validated network
- Support your supply chain, order-to-cash and customer experience processes and digital business
- Automate your digital workloads through AI, serving demands, people, technology, and risk
- Enable modeling for insights into business processes and new opportunities to increase revenue and profits

Increase enterprise growth:
- Improve employee and customer satisfaction
- Increase efficiency and accuracy in processing, billing, payment, procurement, onboarding and other models
- Meet demands and address volatile events with 0% human error using automated intelligent assistants

What can intelligent automation solutions do for you?

Create a data-driven intelligent enterprise

77% of executives and 74% of employees said that implementing automation has helped their performance.*

Our solutions deliver sustained value and continuous improvement with an automation ecosystem powered by:

- Data analytics and autonometrics
- Robotic process automation
- Cognitive automation and artificial intelligence

Get Intelligent Automation Solutions Today for a Successful Tomorrow

Enable a collaborative and intelligent workforce of the future today with NTT DATA Services.

Visit nttdataservices.com/automation to learn more.

* Oxford Economics and NTT DATA surveyed 1,000 executives and employees across industry sectors to understand progress toward automation and artificial intelligence implementation.
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